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Henry the Duck has his hands full when all the neighbors bring their babies for him to watch one

day.
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This book and others were originally offered by the Parents Magazine book Club. Thirty years agoI

read this book and other Quackenbush books to my children. I have not found any books for 3-4

yearolds that come close to the stories and Illustrations in these books.

Our grandson has LOVED these books from the time he was 2 yrs old. Now, at 6, he was delighted

when I found another two stories about "Henry" on . These books are guaranteed to please your

grandchildren (or children) of a young age. I don't think he'll ever let us take them off his

bookshelves.

My children loved the Henry the Duck series so much that I am buying them now second hand

because the originals are tattered and I want new ones for my grandchildren!Henry the Duck is

adorable and the stories capture every child's attention. I heartily recommend all of the books in the

Henry the Duck series.

A: A lot harder than Henry the Duck thinks it will be!It's not literary platinum, yet enjoyable. Henry as



usual gets a bit carried away in his circumstances and ends up babysitting a lot more than one

sleeping baby! Kids will like the silly story. Parents will recognize the truth about caring for small

people--it can be exhausting, even when it doesn't look like you did much that day!

It is a funny way for a bachelor duck to learn to take care of a baby by neighbors bringing their baby

alligator, monkey, cat, and the ducks.

I think the Henry the Duck stories, are somewhat overly exaggerated, but none the less entertaining.

My 3 year old grand daughter enjoys them a great deal, as do I in reading them to her. She then,

will many times read the stories (in her own way at three) to her dollies and stuffed animals. This

sets the stage for a healthy attitude toward reading, and this is of the greatest importance. I think

that reading to your child is one of the most valuable things you could ever do for them. I read to

both of my children when they were young, and they are now both avid readers. Now it's time for me

to continue the process with their children, so we can all make efforts to support the next generation

of curious minds.

all the henry books are great. This book was read aloud to a group of 20-somethings and they all

got a big kick out of it.

This is the book that made me a Quackenbush fan.
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